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Abstract: Vernier effect has been captivated as a promising approach to achieve high-
performance photonic sensors. However, experimental demonstration of such sensors in
mid-infrared (MIR) range, which covers abundant absorption fingerprints of molecules, is still
lacking. Here, we report Vernier effect-based thermally tunable photonic sensors using cascaded
ring resonators fabricated on the silicon-on-insulator (SOI) platform. The radii and the coupling
gaps in two rings are investigated as key design parameters. By applying organic liquids on our
device, we observe an envelope shift of 48 nm with a sensitivity of 3000 nm/RIU and an intensity
drop of 6.7 dB. Besides, our device can be thermally tuned with a sensitivity of 0.091 nm/mW.
Leveraging the characteristic molecular absorption in the MIR, our work offers new possibilities
for complex index sensing, which has wide applications in on-chip photonic sensors.

© 2020 Optical Society of America under the terms of the OSA Open Access Publishing Agreement

1. Introduction

Photonic sensors have garnered extensive research attention over the past decades. In the early
development stage of photonic sensors, most of them are based on the refractometric sensing
mechanism [1]. Through interacting with the evanescent wave, the change of refractive index
in the surrounding environment influences the effective index of the propagating mode in the
photonic waveguide. Consequently, the resonant wavelength shifts. Ring resonators [2], surface
plasmon resonance [3], Bragg gratings [4] and photonic crystal [5–9] have been investigated.
Among them, cascaded resonators using Vernier effect show ultrahigh sensitivity because the
resonant shift from a single resonator is amplified by the difference in free spectrum ranges
(FSR) between two resonators [10]. Significant efforts have been devoted to further boosting the
sensing performances. Three cascaded ring resonators [11] and a Mach–Zehnder interferometer
(MZI) cascaded with the ring resonator [12] were experimentally demonstrated for ultrahigh
sensitivity and larger measurement range respectively. Partially suspended waveguides [13]
and transverse-magnetic mode waveguides [14] were also employed to enhance the light-matter
interaction. A sensitivity as high as 24,300 nm/RIU (refractive index unit) [14] has been achieved
and an ultralow limit of detection (LOD) reaches 10−6 RIU [13,15]. However, the refractometric
sensing lacks selectivity and requires further surface functionalization [16].
Besides the refractometric sensor, the other category of photonic sensors is based on the

absorption sensing mechanism [17]. The mid-infrared (MIR) range is an ideal working window
for the absorption-based photonic sensors because it covers the molecular fingerprints of many
chemical and biological species in their gaseous or liquid forms [18–22]. As the light propagates
in the photonic waveguide, the intensity is attenuated at specific wavelengths due to the absorption
caused by the interaction between the molecular fingerprints and the evanescent wave. Therefore,
the selective discrimination of chemical bonds is realized by observing the wavelength where
light is absorbed. On top of the development of fundamental MIR building blocks [23–27],
various waveguide structures have been investigated to enhance the absorption from the analytes,
such as directional coupler [28], pedestal waveguide [29], slot waveguide [30], photonic crystal
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waveguide [31] and spiral waveguide [32]. However, only the extinction coefficient k can be
obtained by waveguide structures. To simultaneously leverage the high sensitivity offered by
refractometric sensing and the selectivity offered by absorption sensing, the Vernier effect-based
MIR photonic sensor is expected to be a promising candidate. In the previous MIR works, the
general design flow and MIR sensing performance were studied theoretically [33]. Cascaded
rings were also characterized based on germanium-on-insulator (GeOI) [34], silicon-on-insulator
(SOI) [35], Ge-on-SOI [36] and germanium-on-silicon (Ge-on-Si) [37] platforms. Nevertheless,
no experimental demonstration of Vernier effect-based MIR sensing has been reported so far. A
systematic study is also needed as the design guideline, which correlates the geometric parameters
of Vernier structures with its figures of merit. In addition, the thermally tunable Vernier filter on
SOI platform is still lacking.
In this work, we design, fabricate and characterize the Vernier effect-based tunable MIR

photonic sensor using cascaded rings. The relationship between major figures of merit (FSRVernier,
envelope peak) and two key geometric parameters (ring radius, coupling gap) is investigated as
the design guideline. The thermal tunability is also demonstrated. Finally, a microfluidic channel
is bonded to the sensor and the detection of organic liquids is realized as a proof-of-concept
demonstration of complex index sensing.

2. Device concept, fabrication, and characterization

A typical Vernier spectrum in a single FSR is simulated and presented in Fig. 1(a). Figure 1(b)
is the schematic illustration of two cascaded rings with microheaters and cladding SiO2 openings.
Two add-drop ring resonators with minor radii differences are cascaded at the drop ports, with
one as a reference ring and the other as a sensing ring. The radii mismatch causes the difference
in both peak wavelength and FSR, as indicated by blue and orange curves in Fig. 1(a). For a
single ring resonator, the transmitted spectrum at through/drop port and the FSR are described
by [38]

Tthrough =
r2a2 − 2r2acosφ + r2

1 − 2r2acosφ +
(
r2a

)2 (1)

Tdrop =
(1 − r2)2a

1 − 2r2acosφ + (r2a)2
(2)

FSR =
λ2

ngL
(3)

where a and φ are the amplitude and the phase shift of transmitted light after one single-pass
respectively. r is the self-coupling coefficient. L is the perimeter of the rings, while ng is the
group index. The overall Vernier spectrum is the product of the spectra at drop ports of two
cascaded rings, as indicated by the black curve in Fig. 1(a). In the spectrum, the transmission is
highest at the center and gradually decreases on both sides, forming a Vernier envelope. The
peak of the spectrum envelope is caused by the perfect matching of two spectra of individual
rings. At other wavelengths, the mismatch of individual spectra increases, leading to a reduction
in the envelope height. The FSR of the Vernier envelop FSRVernier is defined in [10].

FSRVernier =
FSRsensorFSRref

|FSRsensor − FSRref |
=
λ2r λ

2
s

2π
1

|λ2r Rsng,s − λ
2
s Rrng,r |

(4)

where λs(λr), ng,s(ng,r) and Rs(Rr) are the center wavelength, group index and radius for
sensing(reference) ring respectively. The optical microscope image of the device is shown in
Fig. 1(c). The inset is the scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of a 350 nm coupling
gap. To fabricate the devices, a 180 nm single-crystal Si layer is grown by epitaxy on the SOI
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wafer with a 220 nm device layer and 2 µm buried oxide. Then 400 nm Si is fully etched to define
the 1.2 µm wide waveguide. After a 2 µm upper cladding SiO2 is deposited and polished, the
TiN microheater is implemented on top of the reference ring. The devices are characterized by a
fiber-based testing setup as sketched in Fig. 1(d). The light from the MIR laser (MIRcat-1200,
Daylight Solutions) is modulated by chopper and coupled into a ZrF4 fiber by a ZnSe lens. It
is further coupled into the waveguide through the butt coupling method. The input and output
waveguide is tapered to mitigate the mode mismatch for a lower coupling loss. The output is
detected by a commercial PbSe detector, which is connected to the lock-in amplifier operating at
chopper frequency.

Fig. 1. (a) Simulated spectra of the cascaded rings (black) and two separate rings (blue
and orange lines). (b) Schematic illustration of cascaded rings with TiN heater and SiO2
opening. (c) Optical microscope image of the devices with heater. Inset is the SEM image
of the coupling gap. (d) Diagram of the MIR testing setup. HWP: half-wave plate. DUT:
device under test.

To experimentally demonstrate the Vernier effect, we characterized two cascaded rings with
radii of 90 µm (reference ring) and 81 µm (sensing ring) and a coupling gap of 400 nm. The
measured spectrum from 3.64 µm to 4 µm at the through port of the sensing ring is plotted in
Fig. 2(a). Figure 2(b) is the zoom-in image of the circled area. The Gaussian fitting indicates a
quality factor of around 4000 and an extinction ratio of 10 dB. The individual FSRs of two rings
are measured to be 6.1 nm and 6.8 nm respectively. Figure 2(c) is the overall Vernier spectrum
where the measured FSRVernier (61.8 nm) agrees with the theoretical FSRVernier (59.25 nm). The
Vernier gain G is 9.71, which is defined in [10].

G =
FSRref

|FSRsensor − FSRref |
=

λ2r
2πRrng,r��� λ2r

2πRrng,r
−

λ2s
2πRsng,s

��� = 1���λ2s Rrng,r
λ2r Rsng,s

− 1
��� (5)

The increasing transmission intensity at longer wavelength is attributed to the coupling condition
that is gradually shifted to the over-coupling region. The extinction ratio of the envelope is
23.8 dB at 3.7 µm and is reduced to 14.6 dB at 3.95 µm due to the absorption of cladding SiO2.
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Fig. 2. (a) Normalized spectrum at the through port of the sensing ring. (b) Zoom-in and
Gaussian fitting results of the circled single resonance in (a). (c) The overall normalized
spectrum of two cascaded rings with radii of 90 µm and 81 µm.

In the cascaded rings, the radii and the coupling gaps are the two key design parameters that
determine the major figures of merit: FSRVernier and envelope peak, which is the wavelength
of the highest transmission in the Vernier envelope. To investigate the influence of geometric
parameters on FSRVernier and envelope peak, an array of cascaded rings are systematically
designed and fabricated. Firstly, cascaded rings with radii varied from 100/90 µm to 40/36 µm are
characterized. Five measured spectra are plotted in Fig. 3(a), where the shaded area indicates the
corresponding FSRVernier. The coupling gap is fixed at 300 nm. The decreasing radii difference
broadens the overall Vernier envelope and the FSR of interstitial peaks (FSR interstitial) is increased
by the smaller radius. Figure 3(b) depicts the comparison between experimental and theoretical
FSRVernier. Under the condition that both rings are buried under cladding SiO2 (λs=λr, ng,s=ng,r),
the FSRVernier can be calculated by the Eq. (4),

FSRVernier =
λ2

2πng |∆R|
(6)

Where the group index ng is simulated to be 3.99 for TE mode waveguide and λ is the center
wavelength. The measured fitting curve shows a good agreement with the theory.

Fig. 3. (a) Spectra of Vernier devices with various radii differences but a fixed coupling
gap of 300 nm. The spectra are shifted vertically for clarity. (b) Comparison of theoretical
(black line) and measured (red dashed line) results of relationships between FSRVernier and
radius difference. The inset is the TE fundamental mode of the waveguide and the group
index is 3.99.
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The sub-micron scale coupling gap in ring resonators is generally challenging in fabrication.
Therefore, cascaded rings with the fixed radii but varying coupling gaps are fabricated to
investigate its fabrication tolerance. Measured spectra of three such designs are plotted in Figs.
4(a)–4(c) for radii of 50/45 µm, 60/54 µm and 90/81 µm respectively, which are referred as
R50/45, R60/54 and R90/81. In each figure, spectra are shifted vertically for clarity. The coupling
gaps are 300 nm, 350 nm and 400 nm from top to bottom. The center peaks with the highest
transmission intensity, together with two interstitial peaks that are besides this center peaks, are
selected to evaluate the tolerance by comparing their wavelength. The evaluation results are
in Fig. 4(d). The error bars for R50/45 and R60/54 are negligible. The standard deviation for
R90/81 is around 4 nm, which is attributed to the small fabrication error in the ring radius. The
transmission intensity of the envelope is barely affected by the coupling gap (< 3 dB). In general,
the coupling gap shows excellent fabrication tolerance and has a very minor influence on the
envelope.

Fig. 4. Measured spectra of cascaded rings with (a) radius 50/45 µm (b) radius 60/54 µm (c)
radius 90/81 µm. The coupling gaps are 300 nm, 350 nm and 400 nm from top to bottom. (d)
The wavelengths of envelope peaks in three cascaded rings with the same radii but different
coupling gaps.

3. Thermal tuning

It is desired that the maximum of the envelope is overlapped with the major absorption fingerprints
so that the significant transmission drop in the envelope peak can be observed. However, the
imperfections in the fabrication may lead to the variation of the radius and thus the wavelength
of the maximum of the envelope. If this occurs, the thermal tuning could compensate for the
drift in the fabrication and realign the envelope with the molecular fingerprints. In our devices,
TiN heaters are deposited on the reference ring (radius 90 µm) of the previous cascaded rings
R90/81. Refractive index of Si is increased when heat is generated by applied currents so that
the Vernier envelope redshifts. The spectra under different power are plotted in Fig. 5(a). A
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23.2 nm envelope shift from 3.7582 µm to 3.7814 µm is achieved when 232mW heating power is
applied. The sensitivity is determined by linear fitting as shown in Fig. 5(b). The fitted slope
indicates a sensitivity of 0.091 nm/mW. The relatively low sensitivity is attributed to the low
thermal-optic coefficient of Si (1.86×10−4/ ˚C) and the weak interaction between generated heat
and propagation mode in the resonator. Only around ten percent of the resonator circumference
is covered by the TiN electrode and well-overlapped with the thermal field.

Fig. 5. Measured spectra of cascaded rings R90/81 under different applied power. Spectra
are shifted vertically for illustration purposes. The arrow indicates the redshift. (b) Fitting
results between the peak redshift and the applied power.

4. Sensing results and discussion

It is expected that Vernier effect-based MIR sensors can leverage both the high sensitivity offered
by refractometric sensing and the selectivity offered by absorption sensing. A complex index
sensing can be realized in MIR. To experimentally demonstrate this concept, the cladding SiO2
above the sensing ring, whose radius is smaller, is etched away to precisely define the sensing
region. A polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) microfluidic channel is bonded to the sensor in order to
control the liquid flow. Before bonding, the SiO2 surface is treated by O2 plasma at 400 mTorr
and 30 W for 30 s. The inlet of the microfluidic channel is connected to a syringe pump. We use
acetone (n= 1.35) and isopropanol (IPA, n= 1.382) as analytes in the experiment [39,40].

The measured spectra of cascaded rings R100/90 under different cladding materials are plotted
in Fig. 6(a). After the SiO2 cladding is removed, the group index of the TE mode changes
dramatically from 3.99 to 4.19 and the FSRVernier is enlarged to 90 nm. When the devices are
immersed in the acetone, the characteristic envelope is still clear due to the weak absorption
of acetone. This weak absorption is also confirmed by the negligible transmission intensity
decrease (∼1 dB), which is the intensity differences at the envelope maximum as highlighted by
the circles in Fig. 6(a). The field overlap of the waveguide modes with the acetone is simulated
as 15.71%. A mixture of acetone and IPA at a 1:1 ratio (n= 1.366) introduces a considerable
loss so that the intensity drops by 8 dB. Since the sensing ring has a smaller radius and FSRref<
FSRsensor, the overall envelopes blueshift by 46 nm [41]. Although the coupled power between
the bus waveguide and the sensing ring can be varied by the refractive index of different analytes,
such an effect is negligible when considering the minor deviation in the refractive index (0.016
RIU) in our case. The heavy loss from the sensing ring dominates the decrease in transmission
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level. When the microfluidic channel is filled by IPA, the strong broadband absorption further
decreases the transmission intensity so that the extinction ratio of the envelope is reduced and
the Vernier characteristic envelope can barely be recognized. Figure 6(b) is an image of the
device under test. The measured Vernier spectra of different devices at different analytes are
plotted in Fig. 6(c). The envelope shifts and intensity drops are summarized in Fig. 6(d) for
different geometric designs. These three sensors achieve comparable peak shifts around 40 nm
because their Vernier gains are close to each other, which mainly depend on the ratio of two ring
radii as shown in Eq. (5). Based on the estimated refractive index above, the refractometric
sensitivity of R60/54, R90/81 and R100/90 is 3000 nm/RIU, 2575 nm/RIU and 2875 nm/RIU. In
refractometric sensing, LOD is equal to the ratio of the FSRinterstitial and the sensitivity because
the Vernier effect based sensor is a digitized sensor [41]. The refractometric LOD (nLOD) is
0.0033 RIU, 0.00258 RIU and 0.002 RIU for R60/54, R90/81 and R100/90 and corresponding
minimum concentrations detectable are calculated as 10.31%, 8.1% and 6.25% of IPA in acetone,
using equation nLOD

|nacetone−nIPA |
. This refractometric LOD is mainly limited by the FSRinterstitial, the

minimum of which is only 6 nm in the R100/90. If a Vernier device is designed to approach the
step limit of our laser (0.1 nm), the minimum concentration detectable can be reduced to less
than 1%. It can further be improved by adopting rings with smaller radii differences for a lager
Vernier gain. A waveguide design that exposes more fields is also favored.

Fig. 6. (a) Measured spectra of cascaded rings R100/90 under different claddings. (b)
Image of the device under test: photonic chips bonded with PDMS microfluidic channel
and aligned with the input and output butt coupling fiber. (c) Measured Vernier spectra of
different devices under acetone (black) and a mixture of acetone and IPA at 1:1 (red). (d)
Intensity drop and peak shift of three cascaded rings extracted from (c).

Besides the refractometric sensing, the LOD is characterized again in the absorption sensing,
where the noise is decided by the laser power fluctuation and noise equivalent power (NEP) of the
photodetector. In our case, the laser power fluctuation is 7%, which is 0.3 dB. Considering the
laser to fiber coupling efficiency and the butt coupling efficiency (7.5 dB/facet) in our system [42],
the power at the input fiber is 25mW and the detected power of reference waveguides is 0.8mW,
to which the measured Vernier spectra are normalized. Because the normalized transmission for
devices in the acetone-IPA mixture is around -25 dB as shown in Fig. 6(a), the output power is
2.5 µW and the power fluctuation is± 87.5 nW. When comparing this power level to the NEP of
our PbSe photodetector (PDA20H, Thorlab) around 1.5×10−10 W/Hz1/2, the dominating noise
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is the laser power fluctuation. Therefore, the LOD is calculated by ∆Toverall
Tnoise

∆C, where TNoise is
the laser power fluctuation, ∆Toverall is the total transmission drop and ∆C is the corresponding
concentration change. Since the transmission drops are 7.96 dB, 8.035 dB and 6.68 dB in the
R100/90, R90/81 and R60/54 when the analyte is changed from pure acetone to mixture of
acetone and IPA (1:1), the minimum concentrations detectable are 1.88%, 1.87% and 2.25%
respectively.
Although the absorption from SiO2 induces the propagation loss and decreases the quality

factor of the ring resonators, our sensor generally works well from 3.65 µm to 3.95 µm. There is
no severe deterioration observed because the absorption from SiO2 in this range is still moderate
[22,43]. However, the interstitial peaks inside the Vernier envelope potentially become broader
so that the peak shift is less pronounced. Therefore, the refractometric sensitivity and LOD of the
sensor may be affected. It is also observed that the extinction ratio of the envelope is gradually
reduced when the wavelength is longer than 3.8 µm.
The molecular fingerprints are expected to be resolved in the absorption sensing. In the

Vernier based sensors, the resolution is decided by the FSRinterstitial, which is 6 nm in the R100/90.
Although this achieved resolution is one order higher than the typical resolutions (0.11 nm) in the
gas phase database [44] and is not suitable to establish a spectroscopic database, it can find its
applications in distinguishing and sensing chemical mixtures. If higher resolutions are required, a
ring with longer circumference can help to provide a smaller FSR and thus reduce the resolution.

5. Conclusion

In summary, we investigated Vernier effect-based MIR tunable photonic sensor using cascaded
rings. Radii and coupling gaps are studied experimentally as the key design parameters. The
linear relationship between FSRVernier and ∆R−1 agrees well with the theory and the coupling gap
shows excellent fabrication tolerance. Besides, the thermal tunability is realized at a sensitivity
of 0.091 nm/mW. In the acetone/IPA sensing, an envelope shift of 48 nm and an intensity drop
of 6.7 dB are observed, verifying the feasibility of complex index sensing. The demonstrated
refractometric sensitivity is 3000 nm/RIU and LOD is 0.002 RIU, which shows the potential to
realize a minimum detectable concentration of less than 1% IPA in acetone. In the absorption
sensing, the minimum detectable concentration is 1.87% of IPA in acetone. The high sensitivity
offered by the refractometric sensing and the selectivity in absorption sensing can be leveraged
simultaneously for mixture sensing in the environment, healthcare, and industrial monitoring
applications.
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